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Personal Details
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tutor ....................................... Tutor Group ............................
School email address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . School username ......................... Password ................................
Sparx username . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sparx password .......................... Classcharts .............................

Homework Guide
You are expected to spend a minimum of one hour on your homework each day, apart from Friday where you will be
set additional homework for the weekend. You should spend 30 minutes on each subject. You will be assessed on
the knowledge in your knowledge book for every subject throughout each cycle.

Homework Schedules
Week
commencing

Week Section of KO to work from

Week
commencing

Week Section of KO to work from

12th Sept

B

Week 1

14th Nov

A

Week 8

19th Sept

A

Week 2

21st Nov

B

Week 9

26th Sept

B

Week 3

28th Nov

A

Week 10

3rd Oct

A

Week 4

5th Dec

B

10th Oct

B

Week 5

Assessment week: revise for
assessments

17th Oct

A

Week 6

12th Dec

A

7th Nov

B

Week 7

Super-teaching week: teachers will
set homework linked to knowledge
gaps identified in assessments

Week A

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Monday

English

MFL

Tuesday

Drama

Computing

Wednesday

Geography

History

Thursday

Science

PE, Health & Nutrition

Friday

Maths (Sparx)

Maths (Sparx)

English (Sparx Reader)

Week B

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Monday

English

MFL

Tuesday

Art

Music

Wednesday

Geography

History

Thursday

Science

Life to the Full

Friday

Maths (Sparx)

Maths (Sparx)

English (Sparx Reader)

Maths – Sparx Homework
• SPARX maths home learning - https://sparxmaths.com/
• Username . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............
Password . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............
• Sparx is set on a Friday and 100% must be completed
by Friday the following week.

• There are support sessions in school on a Wednesday
lunchtime in the Maths corridor if you need help or
speak to your Maths teacher any time.
• Any student who hasn’t completed 100% by 8am
Friday morning will be expected to attend Sparx
homework catch up after school that day.

Rewards
Homework Merits will be awarded daily on class charts by your tutor.
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This is how you learn

ATTENTION

Taking pride in your behaviour
in class and at home

WORKING
MEMORY

FORGOTTEN

Becoming aware of
knowledge but not
storing it

LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT

This is what happens if you do
not practice ‘remembering’
and ‘learning’

LEARNING

Lessons, independent
practice

REMEMBERING
LONG TERM
MEMORY
Knowledge is stored
to be recalled

Mastering your Memory and Cornell Notes
• Learning is what happens when knowledge moves from your working memory to your long term memory and
can be recalled or retrieved.
• Your working memory is like a desktop on your computer. If the information is not ‘saved’ then it will be
forgotten.
• Your long term memory is like a computer hard drive. Remembering is what happens when you access the
information in your long term memory.
• Cornell notes for homework and do now quiz questions are two of the ways we support you to remember the key
content from your lessons.
• Your brain needs to regularly practice retrieving that information for it not to be forgotten.

Link to Learning
Cornell Notes are a note taking system that was developed at Cornell University in America.
It is specifically designed to help you initially strengthen your learning but perhaps more importantly, build in
opportunities to remember what you have learned.
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Completing Cornell Notes
1) Read your knowledge organiser then in the note taking area write bullet points from this week’s section
of the knowledge organiser. You can copy the points from your knowledge organiser here or you can rewrite
your notes in your own words and shorten. You must fill this entire space.
2) Summarise all the information in the note taking area into 3 bullet points. It should cover the main
points you think need to be remembered from the notes. If definitions, put down the most important ones for
you to remember.
3) In the cue column, create 5 questions that your bullet points answer. You need at least 5 questions in this
column. Example: If in your note taking area you have written “Elizabeth I became Queen in 1559” then your
cue column question could be “What year did Elizabeth I become Queen?
4) Answer the five questions in full sentences and then mark and correct with green pen.

Monday
Read and make
notes

Week
Summarise to 3
bullet points

Create 5 quiz
questions in cue column

Cover notes and
answer questions

Mark and correct
answers

Geography
Cue Column

Notes

1) Read your
knowledge
organiser and then
make notes here.

1.

3) Create 5 Quiz
Questions.
2.

3.

4.

Summary
5.

4) Answer the five
questions in full
sentences and then
mark and correct
with green pen.

2) Summarise notes
to three bullet
points.

Self Quiz
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Need more help?
Scan the QR code to access a step by step video of a teacher
explaining how Cornell Notes work.
You can also access this on the school website.
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?

Is…
Are…
Was…

Does…
Do…
Did…

Can
(Possibility)

Will
(Prediction)

Should
(Opinion)

What
(Event)
When
(Time)
Where
(Place)

Jou

rne

y to

Who
(Person)
Why
(Reason)

dee

per

que

stio
n

ing

How
(Meaning)

This is what your homework should look like:
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Might
(Imagination)

In tro d uc tio n

How can I write the best possible questions for
Cornell notes?

Intro d uc tio n

Timetable Week A
Week A
8.30 - 9.15

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Morning Tutorial & Session

Period 1
8.30 - 10.15

Period 2
10.15 - 11.15
11.15 - 11.45

Break 1

Period 3
11.45 - 12.45

Period 4
12.45 - 1.45
1.45 - 2.10

Break 2

Period 5
2.10 - 3.10

Enrichment
3.10 - 4.10

Timetable Week B
Week B
8.30 - 9.15

Monday

Tuesday

Morning Tutorial & Session

Period 1
8.30 - 10.15

Period 2
10.15 - 11.15
11.15 - 11.45

Break 1

Period 3
11.45 - 12.45

Period 4
12.45 - 1.45
1.45 - 2.10

Break 2

Period 5
2.10 - 3.10

Enrichment
3.10 - 4.10
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B ully in g

Bullying Update Year 8
STOP!

Speak

Support

‘They’re not bullying you because of you, they’re
bullying you because of how they are’ Jessie J

‘Blowing out someone else’s candles doesn’t make
yours shine any brighter’ Drake

‘You always have to remember that bullies want to bring you
down because you have something they admire’ Zac Efron

Bullying affects lots of people and can happen anywhere, at
School, travelling to and from school, in sporting teams, in
friendship or family groups.

Speak to someone. No one has a magic wand, but we always do
our best and we do really care.

What do we do at St. Luke’s to deal with bullying?

Bullying can take many forms including;









Emotional abuse
Social bullying
Social media
Threatening behaviour
Name calling
Sexting
Cyberbullying
Physical bullying

Mentoring is having a named person you can go to for support
at School

Bullying includes;


People calling you names or sending offensive messages or texts



Making things up to get you into trouble



Hitting, pinching, biting, pushing and shoving



taking things away from you



Damaging your belongings



Stealing your money



Taking your friends away from you or leaving you out



Posting insulting messages or rumours, in person or
online or making silent or abusive calls



Threats and intimidation
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Peer mentoring is when older students are trained to become
‘buddies’ providing support and someone to talk to nearer their
own age. This helps everyone in School learn that bullying is not
acceptable.
Telling someone shares the problem. It helps you feel supported.
It is really important to tell someone, particularly if the bullying
has been going on for a while or the strategies you’ve tried haven’t worked.

Restorative justice brings all children involved together so everyone affected plays a part in repairing the harm finding a positive way forward.
Any form of bullying will not be accepted at St. Luke’s

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT’S DREAM

Week 3/4

A Midsummer Night's Dream is a
comedy
written
by
William
Shakespeare c. 1595 or 1596. The play
is set in Athens, and consists of several
subplots that revolve around the
marriage of Theseus and Hippolyta. One
subplot involves a conflict among four
Athenian lovers. Another follows a
group of six amateur actors rehearsing
the play which they are to perform
before the wedding. Both groups find
themselves in a forest inhabited by
fairies who manipulate the humans and
are engaged in their own domestic
intrigue. The play is one of
Shakespeare's most popular and is
widely performed.

CHARACTER PROFILE
Oberon – king of the fairies
Tytania – queen of the fairies
Puck – Oberon’s jester
Lysander – loves Hermia
Demetrius – engaged to Hermia
Hermia – loves Lysander but is engaged
to Demetrius
Helena – previously engaged to
Demetrius, still loves him
Bottom – the weaver

PUCK

OBERON

TITANIA

BOTTOM

HERMIA

LYSANDER

DEMETRIUS

Oberon’s
jester; a
mischievous
fairy who
likes to play
tricks on
people.

He is the King
of the Fairies –
married to
Titania. He is
a powerful
fairy, who
is used to
Being
obeyed.

She is the beautiful
Queen of the Fairies
(married to Oberon).
She is strong and
independent. Oberon
and Puck trick her
into loving
Bottom
With the love
potion

He is one of The
Mechanicals. He is part of the
company producing a play for
Duke Theseus’ wedding. He
is an
over-confident fool!
Puck plays a trick
on him and gives
him the head of an
ass! Titania then falls
in love with him for a
short while!

She is a
beautiful young
woman! She is
in love with
Lysander
and is
willing to
disobey
her Father
and run
away
with him.

A young man of
Athens. He is a
romantic – and
very much in
love with
Hermia.
They run
off
together!

A young man –
also in love with
Hermia. He is
engaged to her.
He is angry
With
Lysander
for trying
to steal
her!
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HELENA
She is Hermia’s
good friend. She
lacks confidence
about her looks
and doesn’t
think she can
compare to
Hermia.
She is in
love with
Demetrius!

A rt

Year 8 ART

Week 1/2

Refers to a design created by
repeating lines, shapes, tones or
colours. The design used to create
a pattern is often referred to as a
motif.
These motifs can be
simple shapes or complex
arrangements. Patterns can be
man-made, like a design on
fabric, or natural, like the
markings on animal fur. Patterns
can also be regular or irregular.
The Visual Element of Pattern is
constructed by repeating or
echoing the elements of an
artwork to communicate a sense
of balance, harmony, contrast,
rhythm or movement. There are
two basic types of pattern in
art: Natural Pattern and ManMade Pattern. Both natural and
man-made patterns can be
regular or irregular, organic or
geometric,
structural
or
decorative, positive or negative
and repeating or random.
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COLOUR

FORMAL
ELEMENTS
VOCABULARY

Colour, as a fundamental
element, is made up of three
properties: hue, value, and
saturation. Hue is the name of
the colour, such as red or green.
Value is the lightness or darkness
of the colour, achieved through
the addition of black or white.
Primary colours are the three
main colours. They cannot be
made, but when mixed together
they make all other colours.
Secondary (2nd) colours are
made by mixing Two Primary
colours together.
Tertiary (3rd) Colours are made
by mixing Primary and Secondary
colours together.
Opposite colours complement
one another well and can be
found directly opposite one
another on the colour wheel.
Complementary colours sit
alongside one another and work
well together as a set.

COLOUR

Refers to how something feels or
how it appears to feel. There are
two types of texture; actual
texture and simulated texture.
Actual Texture: means the actual
physical surface of an artwork or
design. It describes the tactile
feeling you would get if you ran
your hand over it.
Simulated Texture: refers to the
illusion of texture which is
created by an artist using various
skills.
The surface quality of an object
that we sense through touch. All
objects have a physical texture.
Artists can also convey texture
visually in two dimensions.
In a two-dimensional work of art,
texture gives a visual sense of
how an object depicted would
feel in real life if touched: hard,
soft, rough, smooth, hairy,
leathery, sharp, etc. In threedimensional works, artists use
actual texture to add a tactile
quality
to
the
work.

PATTERN

Year 8 ART

TEXTURE

TEXTURE

Week 5/6

PATTERN

Week 9/10

Primary Secondary
Tertiary Hot Cool
Opposite Block Tone
Vibrant Complementary
Blend Hue Shade
Mixture Bright Clashing
Contrast Dull Glowing
Harmonious Bright Neon
Translucent Intense
Calm

Scaly Flaking Crusty
Rough Smooth Bobbled
Sharp Wavy Woolly
Stubble Woven Wooden
Stippled Rusty Carved
Bark Stone Feathery
Polished Crumbling
Actual Visual Coarse
Fluffy Furry Silk Tactile
Repeat Motif Simple
Complex Symmetrical
Random Natural
Manmade
Mirrored
Surface Structural
Decorative Tessellation
Rhythm Balance
Recurring Block Optical
Illusion Design Detail

A rt

Week 7/8

Client requirements

Visualisation

Also known as client brief or client
specification

The method of communicating ideas through
visual mediums, E.g. Mood Boards,
Visualisation diagrams or storyboards.

List of instructions for the project.

MOOD BOARDS

Can include: Budgets, Timescales, Key
Content,

Purpose
Visual tool used to generate
ideas on a new project. Helps to

You must meet their requirements
otherwise your work will not be fit for
purpose

create the feel or theme for a
product

NOT to show what product will
look like” just to give an idea
about style

Pre-production
Pre-production is the stage of
commercial production that takes
place before the project begins. Its
can also be described as the planning
phase.
It is followed by production (during
which the content will be produced)
and post-production (where any final
changes are applied).

MIND MAPS
Purpose

Content
•

Images (photographs, graphics,
logos)

•

Colours (and scheme)

•

Text (fonts, styles, quotes)

•

Textures / fabrics (only if
physical)

•

Used to quickly generate ideas

Shows the relationships / connections
between different ideas
Content

•

Central node (main theme / idea)

•

Sub-nodes (with branches linking
them).

•

Topics / ideas (keywords).

•

A visual method for showing how
ideas link together.
Normally the first document
produced during a project

Week 6

Week 4

Annotations
VISUALISATION DIAGRAMS

Purpose
Gives the rough idea of the product
for the client.
Allows the client to see the
designers ideas and make
suggestions.
Only used for non moving products.
Content
•

Images (sketches, pictures,
graphics, logos)

•

Colours (ideas or scheme)

•

Text (fonts, style, text
examples, titles, size, position)

•

Annotations
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Target Audience

A way of using categories that
split up the population into
different groups.
Income – How much money
does the target audience have
to spend?
Age – How old are they? How
does this affect the product?
Gender –Is the product
suitable for their gender?
Location – Can they access the
product from their location?
Accessibility – Can they use /
access the product?
Ethnicity/ Culture - Have you
taken into consideration other
cultures/ Ethnicities with you
product?

SCRIPTS

Work Plans

Provide lines for characters,,also
details about expression and actions

A structured list of all the tasks
and associated activates for the
project.

Provide stage directions for actors,
directors and production crews
Content

Includes the timescales for each
project and the resources
required to complete each task.

•

Scene header Location / Set
(INT / EXT)

Can be turned into a Gantt chart
to better visualise the timescales
required for the project.

•

Action line (what happening)

•

Character names (centred)

•

Dialogue between characters

•

Sound and sound effects

•

Shot type & Camera movement

Purpose

Research
A primary source provides direct
or first-hand evidence about an
event, object, person, or work of
art. Primary sources include
historical and legal documents,
eyewitness accounts, results of
experiments, statistical data,
pieces of creative writing, audio
and video recordings, speeches,
and art objects.
In contrast, a secondary source
provides information that is
indirect or that was created later
by someone who did not
experience first-hand or
participate in the events or
conditions, secondary sources are
generally scholarly books and
articles

Tasks
The key steps required to
complete the project. Can be
further broken down into
activities
Activities
Individual steps that are
required to complete tasks.

STORYBOARDS

Milestones
When key points in the project
are completed.

Mock version of how a moving
scene will play out

Timescales
How long the project will take
broken down into tasks. Can be
in hours, days weeks, months or
years, depending on how long
the project lasts.

Purpose

Shows timings and the flow of a
scene
Content

•

Scene sketches (content,
characters, scenery)

•

Camera shots (close up,
mid, long)

•

Camera movement (pan,
tilt, zoom)

•

Camera angles (over the
shoulder, low / high angle)

Resources
What will be required to
complete the project. Can be
software, hardware or other
resources
Contingencies
Additional time that has been
built into the work plan in case
any of the tasks run over time.
Think of it as a backup time in
case anything goes wrong.

C o m p u t i ng

Week 2

Week 8

Work Plans

Variables, Data Types

A structured list of all the tasks
and associated activates for the
project.
Includes the timescales for each
project and the resources
required to complete each task.

Can be turned into a Gantt chart
to better visualise the timescales
required for the project.
Tasks
The key steps required to
complete the project. Can be
further broken down into
activities

Activities
Individual steps that are
required to complete tasks.
Milestones
When key points in the project
are completed.
Timescales
How long the project will take
broken down into tasks. Can be
in hours, days weeks, months or
years, depending on how long
the project lasts.
Resources
What will be required to
complete the project. Can be
software, hardware or other
resources

Contingencies
Additional time that has been
built into the work plan in case
any of the tasks run over time.
Think of it as a backup time in
case anything goes wrong.

Week 10

Operators & Programming Constructs

age = 14
message =

A variable is a named memory
“Hello World”
location which temporarily stores
data that can change while the
Variable Data being assigned to variable
program is running.
A constant is a named memory
VAT = 20
location which temporarily stores
PI = 3.142
data that remains the same
throughout the execution of the
Constant Data being assigned to Constant
program.
Assigning Data to Variables / Constants
When variables are declared they are usually given an initial value, like the value
14 in the example above. It is also possible to assign values to variables when a
program is running.
score = 5
#Initialy sets the variable score to 5
score = score + 1
#Increments the Variable score by 1
The code above is an example of assignment. The programmer has assigned a
new value to the score variable. In this case, they have added 1 onto the score. As
the score started at 5 it would now be
6. The
value in memory would change from
Data
Types
5
to
6.
Data is stored in Variables and Constants differently depending on its type.
Numbers are stored as integers or real numbers, text as string or characters. Lists
of the same type of data can be stored in an array.
Dat a t y pe

Description

Sample data

INTEGER

Stores positive or negative whole numbers

17

REAL/FLOA
T

Stores numbers that contain decimal places/values and can
also store integers

17.65

CHARACTE
R

Stores a single character which can be a letter, number or
symbol

“$” , 1 , “A”

STRING

Stores alphanumeric combinations and text. String is really a
group of characters stored together as one. Numbers to be
used for calculations should not be stored as string data even
though they can be. They should be stored as INTEGER or
REAL

“Hello World”

BOOLEAN

Stores True or False only. This is sometimes taught as 1 or 0
onv0 efalse
rsion / Casting
only where 1 is trueCand

True

Conversion / Casting is used to transform the data types of the contents of a
variable using int(), str(), float(), bool(). Casting between any allowable data types
is permitted. However you may lose data e.g. casting from a float to an integer (7.5)
-> (7)
When using the input command in python you MUST cast numeric input to INT or
FLOAT as the default data type is string. e.g. if the user entered the number 14 in
the following code . The program would store the string(word) “14” not the

number.

Age = input(“Enter Age”)
To store the number you would need to cast to an integer
Age = int(input(“Enter Age”))
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Week 8

Week 6

There are three types of operator that programmers use:
Arithmetic operators, Relational/ logical operators and Boolean operators.
Arithmetic
Operator

Operation

Relational
Operator

Operator meaning

Boolean
Operator

/

Division

==

Equal to

*

Multiplication

!=

Not equal to

or

**

Exponentiation

>

Greater than

not

+

Addition

-

Subtraction

//

Integerdivision

%

Modulus

>=
<
<=

and

Greater than or equal
to
Less than
Less than or equal to

Arithmetic operator example : ans=4/2 (4 divided by 2 would result in the answer
to the calculation 2 being assigned to the variable ans)
Relational operator example : if a==b: (if a is equal to b then perform a block of
code)
Boolean operator example : if a==b and c>=d: (if a is equal to b and c is
greater than or equal to d then
block
Prperform
ogrammiang
Consoftrcode)
ucts
<variable identifier> = <value>
Assignment
Age = 14
Assignment is used to det or
<variable identifier> = <expression>
change the value of a variable
Name = “Bill” + “ “ + “Smith”
Sequence
Name = input( “Enter Name” )
Every instruction comes one after the other,
print( “Hello” , Name )
from the top of the file to the bottom of the
file.
Selection
if <expression>:
When designing programs, there are
<command>
often points where a decision must If <expression> is true, then <command> is
be made. This decision is known as executed
if age > 18:
selection, and is implemented in
print( “You can enter” )
programming using IF statements.
if <expression>:
if <expression>:
<command>
<command>
else:
elif <expression>:
<command>
<command>
else
<command>
If <expression> is true, then first
<command> is executed, otherwise
second <expression> test is checked . If
true, then second <command> is executed.
Supports multiple instances of ‘elif’
The ‘else’ is not required with the ‘elif’

If <expression> is true, then first <command> is
executed, otherwise second <command> is
executed.

if age > 18:
print( “You can enter” )
Else:
print( “Too young!, Go Home!” )

D ram a

Week 2

Tension- Used to raise a
piece of drama to a climax
or anti-climax and to
engage an audience. Can be
created with sound, silence
or the way the characters
on stage act/react (Think
about a scary film where
someone goes towards a
door, the audience might
feel nervous of what is
behind the door due to the
music/silence and way the
actor is acting/reacting).

Genre- the style of the
piece of drama (eg; horror,
comedy, musical theatre,
melodrama)
Conventions- the absolute
'must have' of a genre (eg;
horror must try to be scary,
a musical must have song
and dance)
Characteristics of genre- the
things that it 'might have'
(eg; a horror could be scary
in lots of ways; ghosts,
zombies, clowns, a maniac
with a mask- but it won't
have all of them!)
Group impro/TIR (teacher
in role) - Everyone is
involved in an improvised
scene. Everyone must focus,
stay in role, listen and react
in character to what is going
on. It can be used to explore
a new theme/story and to
initiate ideas for devising.
Tasks: Research your own ghost
story. Bring it in to next lesson. Use
it to plan a Ghost story picture
book through Drama! Include
Images, narration and meaningful
transitions write down your ideas.
See accompanying sheet for an
example.

Week 4

Week 6

Multi-role- Playing more
than one character within a
piece of drama. It must be
made clear that you have
changed role through the use
of clear characterisation.

Mime-acting with no
words. You need clear
gestures, body language
and facial expressions.
Movement is slow and
exaggerated.

Characterisation- the way
we portray the character we
are playing eg; Body
language, posture, gesture,
facial expressions, use of
voice (pitch, pace, pause,
tone, emphasis, volume) We
must consider their
personality and stay in role.

Music/sound effects and
Soundscape/ Sound Collage - are
used to enhance the atmosphere of
a piece of drama.
Soundscape is a collection of
sounds either made by the
actors or recorded.

Non-naturalistic- a piece of
drama that does not follow
the conventions of normal
life. This means it can freeze,
use thought track, multi-role,
jump time, mime, etc- things
that don't happen in normal life.
The opposite is naturalistic and
would include things like the soaps
(eg, Coronation Street)
Split scene/Cross cuttingmore than one scene on
stage at once. The others
must freeze whilst one scene
is working so as not to
distract the audience.

Conscience alley - other
students vocalise what is
going on in your character's
head. This rehearsal
technique will help you think
about how they might feel in
a situation/dilemma.
Tasks: Write down what 5 Objects
would you take with you to
Darkwood Manor? Note down a
Plan of Still pictures to Examine the
History of the house. Recreate 3
Events, which might have left the
Manor haunted
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Freeze frame/tableau/still
image- the actors stand still
in an image depicting a
moment in the piece of
drama. This can be used in
with things like thought
track or to help a split scene.
Monologue/Soliloquy- a
moment when a character
talks at length on their
own. Monologues are in
front of/heard by other
characters, soliloquys are
said without others hearing.
Thought tracking-The
audience hears what a
character is thinking. This
might be different to what
they are saying on the
outside.
Direct address- when a
character or actor talks
directly to the audience. This is
non-naturalistic as
they are breaking the 4th
wall (the front of the stage)
Task: Write down some ideas for a
‘Sound Collage’. What sounds are
heard in Darkwood Manor the
evening the people stay over?

Week 8

Devising-to make up your
own piece of drama and
not use an existing
play/script. It is based on a
stimulus and is the opposite
of improvisation as it is
rehearsed and learnt.
Stimulus- something used
to help inspire ideas for
your piece of drama. A
stimulus could be anything
eg, an object, poem,
painting or event; our
stimulus has been a 'theme'
(a 'haunted 'house, rumours
and gossip)
Marking the Moment-a
moment which you want to
stand out. You can do this
with sound, lighting, a
freeze, slow motion, etc.
Often helps to build tension
and raise a piece to a climax.

Flash forward/back- A jump
forward or backward in
time in a story. The
audience must understand
this has happened (eg with
a freeze. Also, you might
become someone else or
your character becomes
older/younger)
News report- Helps further
a plot by giving information
and can mark the passing
of time. Often done as a
direct address or as a report
that the characters are
watching.
Task: Should we stay or should we
go? You are A or B. You will have
been told which. Learn the
thoughts of your character from
the next sheet and prepare how
you are going to do the role play.

Week 10
Rehearsal- practice in
order to develop your
piece. Early stages of
rehearsal include
improvising and creating,
later stages focus on
improving and polishing.
Forum theatre - a rehearsal
technique where the
audience help edit the
piece of work. They will
stop you as you perform to
make suggestions of ways
to improve your work.

Props/scenery/costume/
lights/sound- Things you
add to enhance your piece
of drama. Some pieces
have none, some have
many, you have to judge
what is right. Too much
can be as bad as too little.
Dress rehearsal - the last
time through a piece
before you perform it.
Should include all extra bits
(eg, lighting and sound)
Helps to identify any last
issues you need to iron out.
Performance skills -what
you should use to create
an engaging performance.
Eg; focus, characterisation,
actions/reactions, energy,
tension, staying in role,
projection, no backs to
audience, everyone knows
their lines/what they are
doing throughout.

Week 2: Communism & Socialism

Key ideas

Key ideas

Orwell portrays Animal Farm
as an allegory for the Russian
Revolution/ Soviet Union’s
early years.

Orwell utilises the character of
Old Major to persuade his
utopian vision for the farm.

Key Context
Despite being a socialist,
George Orwell did not consider
the Soviet Union a positive
representation of the
possibilities of socialist society
The Soviet Union arose in
Russia when workers and
peasants rebelled against the
wealthy/ powerful capitalists/
aristocrats. The new regime
took land and industry from
private control and put them
under government supervision.
Key Quote
“No animal in England is free.
The life of an animal is misery
and slavery”

Key Vocabulary
Socialism: all citizens share
equally in economic resources
as allocated by a
democratically-elected
government.

Orwell powerfully questions
the animal’s suffering through
Old Major’s use of persuasive
techniques in order for the
animals to question the natural
order and rebel against those
in power.
Key Context
Under communism, most
property and economic
resources are owned and
controlled by the state (rather
than individual citizens);
whereas under socialism, all
citizens share equally in
economic resources as
allocated by a democraticallyelected government.
Key Quotes
“All animals are equal”

Week 3: Power & Control
Key ideas
Since the rebellion, Orwell
presents the animals’ naïve
optimism that Animal Farm has
become a place of unity and
equality.
Orwell utilises the pigs to
represent the leaders of the
Russian Revolution and the
animals are replacing the human
capitalist system with their own
communist system.
Key Context
In a democracy the government
has less control over how people
spend their time and what they
believe. People are free to join
clubs, political parties and other
groups. In a dictatorship there's
just one leader who has total
control over the party and the
country.
Key Quotes

“Old Major… was so highly
regarded on the farm”

“The pigs did not actually work,
but directed and supervised the
others. “

Key Vocabulary

"Four legs good, two legs bad."

Communism: most property
and economic resources are
owned and controlled by the
state.

Key Vocabulary

Capitalism: a country's trade
and industry are controlled by
private owners for profit.
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Week 4: Fear

Week 5: Inequality, powerful lies

Key ideas

Key ideas

Orwell wishes to teach the
readers that we should not be
easily tricked into an opinion,
idea or thought just because
someone attempts to use
propaganda to persuade us.

Orwell sharply criticises both
capitalism and communism

Key Context
As the Soviet government’s
economic planning failed, Russia
suffered under a surge of
violence, fear, and starvation.
Soviet citizens often did not have
access to basic needs, such as
clothing or shoes.
The KGB was the primary security
agency for the Soviet Union. They
worked as both an intelligence
agency and a force of ‘secret
police’.
Key Quotes
“No one believes more ﬁrmly
than Comrade Napoleon that all
animals are equal. “

“At this . . . nine enormous dogs
wearing brass-studded collars
came bounding into the barn.
They dashed straight for
Snowball”

Democracy: a form of
government where the people
share in deciding how things are
run.

Key Vocabulary

Dictatorship: a form of
government where the leader
has total power.

Indoctrinate: teach (a person or
group) to accept a set of beliefs
uncritically.

Megalomaniac: a person with an
obsessive desire for power.

Orwell advocates for freedom
and is a committed opponent
of communist oppression.
Key Context

Propaganda of Soviet
Union focused on glorifying
the Soviet Union and
communism. It praised Soviet
workers, while others praised
Soviet leaders. Propaganda
was one of the many ways
the Soviet Union tried to
control its citizens
Key Quotes
“No animal shall sleep in a
bed with sheets"
“All that year the animals
worked like slaves.”

Key Vocabulary
Inequality: difference in size,
degree, circumstances, etc.;
lack of equality.

Corruption: dishonest
behaviour of those in power.

E ng lish

Week 1: Background

Orwell’s intention is to show us that
communist nations will eventually
turn into totalitarian regimes.
Orwell reinforces the idea that
those with power will use the power
deceitfully to make themselves
greater.

Week 7: Betrayal & Exploitation
Key Ideas

Week 8: The End
Key Ideas

Orwell skilfully demonstrates
the power of lies through his use
of graphic imagery to portray
the animals’ confessions.

Orwell illustrates in his dystopian
novel his thinly veiled criticism of
the Soviet Union and that those
in power usually manipulate
language to their own benefit.

Orwell projects the hostility behind
Stalin's dictatorship, exemplifying
the unjust and corruptness behind
his methods of consolidating power.

Orwell wishes to teach the
readers that Socialist Russia was
not a good representation of
socialist principles – instead it
was a brutal regime led by a
violent dictator who used the
power of lies to influence and
condemn people.

Key Context

Key Context

The leader of Communist Russia,
Joseph Stalin, was paranoid of
opposition. It was this paranoia that
led to the Great Purge where
millions of people were executed or
sent to labour camps in Siberia.

During the period of time before
the Russian Revolution, life for
the Proletariat was very difficult.
They worked for little pay, often
went without food, and were
exposed to dangerous working
conditions.

Despite these violent purges, Stalin
was idealised. He was worshipped
as a great man. Forms of media such
as newspapers, posters, statues and
radio were used to amplify the
successes of the Communist Party
and of Stalin.
Key Quotes
“There was no thought of rebellion
or disobedience in her mind”
“Napoleon was [..] referred to in
formal style as "our Leader,
Comrade Napoleon,"

The Russian Revolution arose in
Russia when workers and
peasants rebelled against the
wealthy/ powerful capitalists/
aristocrats. The new regime took
land and industry from private
control and put them under
government supervision.
Key Quotes

“They knew that life nowadays
was harsh and bare, that they
were often hungry and often
cold”

Key Vocabulary

“Boxer worked harder than
ever. Indeed, all the animals
worked like slaves that year.”

Totalitarian Regime: government
which is overly controlling and
requires all citizens to obey.

Key Vocabulary

Idealisation: the action of regarding
or representing something as
perfect or better than in reality.

Proletariat: Russian working
class.
Exploitation: taking advantage
of others.
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Key Context
The Soviet Union ended in 1991.
As the Soviet government’s
economic planning failed, Russia
suffered under a surge of
violence, fear, and starvation.
Orwell, unlike many Socialists,
was not hooked on the Soviet
Union and its policies, nor did he
consider the Soviet Union a
positive representation of the
possibilities of socialist society.
He could not turn a blind eye to
the cruelties of Soviet
Communist Party.
Key Quotes
“The creatures outside looked
from pig to man, and from man
to pig, and from pig to man
again; but already it was
impossible to say which was
which.”

Key Vocabulary
Dystopia: an imagined state or
society in which there is great
suffering or injustice.
Thinly veiled criticism: a criticism
of something that is not direct
and obvious but easily
understood and only partially
hidden.

Week 9: Utopia/Dystopia
Key Ideas:
Orwell exposes the concept that a
utopian society is almost impossible
to realise as the farm descends into
a dystopia.
Orwell vividly reveals that every
revolution needs leaders who will
connect and motivate people, and
lead them into freedom however,
what comes after is the real danger.
Key Context

To avoid rebellion Stalin’s regime
controlled access to influences
which might have allowed his
people to compare their lives to
others. He did this through
controlling the mass media,
censoring unwelcome books, artists
and even blocking foreign radio
stations.
Key Quotes
“Every mouthful of food was an
acute positive pleasure, now that it
was truly their own food […]not
doled out to them by a grudging
master.”
“…the older ones among them
racked their dim memories and
tried to determine whether […]
things had been better or worse
than now. They could not
remember. There was nothing with
which they could compare their
present lives”
Key vocabulary
Paradox: a situation or statement
that seems impossible or is difficult
to understand because it contains
two opposite facts or characteristic
Utopia: an imagined place or state
of things where everything is
perfect.

Week 10

Revise this cycle to prepare
for your assessment.

1. Revise the weeks you are
less confident on.
2. Use Cornell notes method
to learn key quotations.
3. Self quiz from across the
weeks

E ng lish

Week 6: Totalitarian regime
Key ideas
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F renc h

The grammar is listed on these
pages is for the whole term
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The grammar is listed on these pages is for the
whole term
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F renc h

The grammar is listed on these pages is for the
whole term

F renc h

The vocabulary each week will be given to you by your class teacher; in the
meantime here are some poems/songs for you to try to learn/translate

L’homme qui te ressemble
J’ai frappé à ta porte
j’ai frappé à ton cœur
pour avoir bon lit
pour avoir bon feu…
pourquoi me repousser ?
Ouvre-moi mon frère.
Pourquoi me demander
si je suis d’Afrique
si je suis d’Amérique
si je suis d’Asie
si je suis d’Europe ?
Ouvre-moi mon frère.
Pourquoi me demander
la longueur de mon nez
l’épaisseur de ma bouche
la couleur de ma peau
et le nom de mes Dieux ?
Ouvre-moi mon frère.
Je ne suis pas un noir
je ne suis pas un rouge
je ne suis pas un jaune
je ne suis pas un blanc
mais je ne suis qu’un homme.
Ouvre-moi mon frère.
Ouvre-moi ta porte
Ouvre-moi ton cœur
car je suis un homme
l’homme de tous les temps
l’homme de tous les cieux
l’homme qui te ressemble.
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La mère fait du tricot, le fils fait la guerre.
Elle trouve ça tout naturel la mère.
Et le père, qu’est-ce qu’il fait le père ?
Il fait des affaires,
sa femme fait du tricot,
son fils la guerre,
lui - des affaires.
Il trouve ça tout naturel le père.
Et le fils, et le fils,
qu’est-ce qu’il trouve le fils ?
Il ne trouve rien,
absolument rien, le fils.
Le fils,
sa mère fait du tricot,
son père des affaires,
lui - la guerre.
Quand il aura fini la guerre
il fera des affaires avec son père.
La guerre continue, la mère continue, elle tricote.
Le père continue, il fait des affaires.
Le fils est tué, ... il ne continue plus.
Le père et la mère vont au cimetière.
Ils trouvent ça naturel, le père et la mère.
La vie continue,
la vie avec le tricot, la guerre, les affaires.
Les affaires, la guerre, le tricot, la guerre.
Les affaires, les affaires et les affaires.
La vie ... avec le cimetière.

WEEK 1

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

WEEK 4

WEEK 5

Weather: the day to day conditions
of the atmosphere (e.g.
temperature, wind, rainfall).
Climate: the average weather
conditions over time, usually over a
30-year period.
Water cycle: the cycle of water
between the oceans, atmosphere
and land.
Evaporation: water changing from a
liquid into a gas (water vapour)
Condensation: water vapour is
cooled and turns back to water
droplets .
Precipitation: water droplets in
clouds are too heavy and fall as rain,
sleet, snow, hail.
Transpiration: water released from
plant leaves into the atmosphere.

Relief rainfall: warm moist air
forced to rise over mountains, cools
and condenses to form clouds and
rain
Convectional rainfall: Sun heats the
land, creating pockets of rapidly
rising warm air. It starts to cool and
condense to form clouds. This can
produce thunderstorms.
Frontal rainfall: Occurs when a
warm front meets a cold front.
Heavier air sinks to the ground and
warm air rises above it.
Air masses: a large body of air that
travels from one area to another.
Altitude: Measure of the land’s
height above sea level.
Temperature decreases with 1°C
every 100m in height.
Latitude: parallel lines on an atlas
map drawn north and south of the
equator

Air pressure: the weight of air
pushing down on the Earth
Depression: A low-pressure
system which forms when warm
air rises above surrounding cold air
which leads to unsettled weather.
(RAIN!)
Cold front: the boundary of an
advancing mass of cold air, the
trailing edge of the warm sector in
a low-pressure system.
Warm front: the boundary of an
advancing mass of warm air, the
leading edge of the warm sector of
a low-pressure system.
Warm sector: the wedge of air
between the warm and cold fronts
of a depression.
Occluded front: weather pattern
in which a cold front overtakes a
warm front; associated with the
formation of cyclones.

Anticyclones: high pressure systems
in the atmosphere associated with
dry, settled periods of weather. An
anticyclone means cloudless skies (NO
RAIN)! This causes nice warm days in
the summer, and cloudless but cold
days in the winter.
Winter anticyclones: Cold, dry days
with light winds. Temperatures can
decrease quickly at night due to clear
skies. Fog can form.
Summer anticyclones: Long, sunny
cloudless days and warm
temperatures. Normally dry, although
hot temperatures can cause
convectional rainfall.

Storm Desmond (2015)
Cumbria / NW England
342.4mm rainfall in 24 hours
1800 people evacuated
Estimated cost of £500m
5200 homes affected by flooding
One person died in Cumbria and 40
schools closed.
Malham Cove waterfall briefly
flowed again for the first time in
living memory.
UK Heatwave (2018)
2018 became the joint hottest year
since 1960.
38.5°C was recorded in Faversham,
Kent on 25 July 2018
Record number of A&E admissions
from heat-related illnesses.
700 more deaths than average
Wildfires over moorland
Lavender grew well.

WEEK 6

WEEK 7

WEEK 8

WEEK 9

WEEK 10

Climate change: a long-term change
in the Earth’s climate, especially a
change due to an increase in the
average atmospheric temperature.
Greenhouse effect: natural warming
of the atmosphere as heat given off
from the Earth is absorbed by liquids
and gases, such as carbon dioxide.
Enhanced greenhouse effect:
human caused warming of the
atmosphere as heat given off from
the Earth is absorbed by liquids and
gases, such as carbon dioxide.
Humans contribute to this through
driving cars and planes, creating
electricity in coal fuelled power
stations and manufacturing goods in
factories using coal and oil.

Natural causes of climate change
Milankovitch cycles: Sometimes the
Earth’s orbit is more elliptical than
circular, the Earth’s tilt on its axis
changes or the Earth wobbles on its
axis, all influencing its global
temperature.
Sunspots: The sun’s output is not
constant. Temperatures are
greatest when there are more
sunspots radiating more heat.
Volcanic eruptions: Eruptions
produce ash and sulphur dioxide
which can enter the upper
atmosphere. Sunlight can be
reflected off this blanket of ash and
gas, cooling the planet.

UK impacts of climate change
The UK’s ten warmest years on
record have all occurred since
2002.
Heatwaves are now 30 times more
likely to happen.
Parts of the UK would be in danger
of flooding with low-lying and
coastal cities at risk.
There are 240,000 homes
currently in flood risk areas.
Hotter weather may make growing
some crops easier or allow us to
grow new ones, such as oranges.
Climate change likely to increase
the likelihood of new diseases
such as malaria.

Worldwide impacts of climate
change
Small islands in the Pacific are losing
ground to erosion
Half of the Great Barrier Reef – one of
the biosphere’s brightest jewels - is
dying due to coral bleaching.
In 2019, Greenland lost 600 billion
tonnes of ice raising sea levels by
2mm in two months.
Bangladesh could lose 20% of its land,
leaving 40 million people homeless.
Climate change will worsen the
uneven
distribution
of
water
resources in China.
It would cost $12 billion to defend the
Netherlands from sea level rise.

International agreements: Paris
agreement in 2015, first legallybinding agreement signed by 190
parties. Goal to keep an increase in
global average temperature below
2°C.
Carbon capture: removal of CO2
from power stations and storing it
underground.
Water supply: water transfer
schemes could be used to take
water from an area of surplus to an
area of shortage
Reducing risk from sea level rise:
areas at risk may need sea defences
to protect valuable land from
increased coastal erosion.
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Ge o g ra p hy

YEAR 8 CYCLE 1 GEOGRAPHY – Weather and Climate Change Knowledge Organiser

5 – Timeline 2

5th Century Nestorian Christians travel from Greece, Syria and Persia to China.
8th Century Baghdad is founded.
9th Century A university is created at the Great Palace of Constantinople. China makes
paper money
10th Century:
• Baghdad becomes the biggest city in the world. This is known as the Golden Age for
the city.
• Tang Dynasty ends and China is fragmented. • The Barmakids from Afghanistan
travelled to the Abbasid capital of Baghdad.
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6 – Timeline 3
7 – Medieval Baghdad
8- The Mongols

4500BC London is first inhabited.
1st Century The Romans build the settlement of London with a population of 60,000.
300- 800AD The Sogdian people travel along the Silk Road to China spreading Buddhism.
366AD Dunhuang Cave created by Buddhist Monks.
600- 800AD Tang Dynasty in China opens China to foreign influence

-The empire was founded in 1206
-Led by Chinggis Khan (styled as “Genghis Khan” in the West and meaning “universal
ruler”)
-Mongolia’s nomadic farmers relied on the land to sustain them. Their flocks of goats,
sheep, horses, and other animals were dependent on abundant grass and water, and
Mongols had to travel frequently to sustain them.
-Khan united many tribes, collected taxes and brought in a form of feudal government.
-He used modern equipment, such as stirrups, composite bows, leather armor, and
gunpowder.

9 – The Mongols 2

3 – Key words 3

Barons A low-ranking member of nobility.
Enslaved person A person who is legally owned by someone else.
Bureaucracy A system for controlling or managing a country.
Scribes A person who wrote copies of documents.
Diplomats A person who represent one country in another.
Guilds An organisation of people who do the same job.
Dynasty A series of rules or leaders who are from the same family.
Sultan A Muslim ruler in the past. Refuge A place that provides protection or shelter from
danger.
Taxes An amount of money paid to the government.

11th Century Mongol tribes are united under Genghis Khan. The Mongol Empire begins. The trade
routes on the Silk Road are temporarily disrupted.
12th Century London has a population of 100,000.
1346- 1353 The Black Death sweeps across Asia and Europe killing 30-40% of the population.
1350- 1423 Richard Whittington, a London merchant, makes a fortune exporting English cloth to
Europe. He brings back luxury silk and velvets to England.

-An estimated population of 1,200,00
-The city was built in the shape of a circle with parks and gardens in the middle. At the centre lay the
mosque.
-It was a hub for learning with four great libraries and The House of Wisdom dedicated to
translation of Greek, Middle Persian and Syriac works.
-The city had ‘sprawling markets’ and rich bazaars. Streets were in blocks controlled by an overseer
that looked after cleanliness and sanitation.
-Medicine was advanced with qualified doctors and hospitals to treat the sick.

-At the empire’s peak, Mongols controlled up to 12 million square miles.
-Despite its reputation for brutal warfare, the Mongol Empire briefly enabled peace, stability, trade,
and protected travel
-But Genghis Khan’s death in 1227 ultimately doomed the empire he founded.
-Disputes among his successors eventually split the empire into four.
-By 1368, all four had folded.
-Khan’s Mongol empire is estimated to have cost 40 million lives, but significantly progressed the
trading routes on the Silk Roads

10 – List as many destinations
as you can

1 – Key words 1
2 – Key words 2

Convalesce To rest in order to get better after an illness.
Merchant A person whose job is buy and sell products.
Brocades Heavy cloth with a raised design often of gold or silver thread.
Missionary A person sent to another country to teach religion to the people.
Terracotta A hard, baked reddish-brown clay.
Archaeologist a person who studies the buildings and objects of people from the past
Pious Strongly believing in religion.
Ivory A hard yellowish-white substance from the tusks of animals used to make objects

4 – Timeline 1

Knight A man of high social position trained to fight as a soldier on a horse.
Noble/Lord A person of the highest social group.
Shrines A place for worship that is holy.
Mosque A building for Islamic religious worship.
Government A group of people who control a country.
Trade The activity of buying and selling goods.
Bazaars An area of small shops selling goods.

1. Revise the weeks you are less confident on.
2. Use Cornell notes method for key content.
3. Self quiz from across the weeks.

His to ry

Y8 History Knowledge Organiser– Cycle 1 – How did the Silk Roads shape the world?

Week 2
The British Values are:

-

Democracy
Rule of Law
Individual Liberty
Respect and freedom of
faith or no faith

Key words to learn:

Anarchy: a chaotic environment
with no laws, usually brought
about by the fact that there is no
Government.
Monarchy: a country is governed
by a King or Queen.
Constitutional monarchy: a
country is governed by a King or
Queen but they give their power
to a constitution (such as
parliament). The UK has a
constitutional monarchy as the
Queen gives the Prime Minister
power to rule the country.
Government: the group of
people given the power and
authority to rule and run the
country.
Communism: a government
which owns things like
businesses and farms. It provides
its people's healthcare,
education and welfare.

Dictatorship: a country is ruled a
single leader. The leader has not
been elected and may use force
to keep control.

Week 4
What are the British Values?

Democracy: a government
chosen by the people. This
government are voted in and
chosen by the people of the
country usually through a fair
voting system.
Rule of Law: the idea that all
people and institutions in a
country must follow and be
accountable to a law. This law
must be fairly applied and
enforced by the Government.
Liberty: the state of being free
within society from oppressive
restrictions that are decided or
imposed by a Government on
your way of life, behaviour, what
you wear or your political or
religious views.
Tripartite System: this system is
made up of three groups; the
legislative, the executive and the
judiciary. The three parts of the
system in the UK are parliament,
the government and the courts
of law.
Freedom of faith: the idea that
people are free to choose
whatever faith they may want to
follow or can choose to have no
faith at all in a society.
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Week 6
Key words to learn:
Retribution

Deterrence

Reform

The idea that
punishments
should make
criminals pay for
what they have
done.
The idea that
punishments
should put people
off committing
crimes.
The idea that
punishments
should try to
change criminals
so that they will
not commit crimes
again.

Protection

The idea that
punishments help
to keep the
general public
safe.

Vindication

The idea that
punishments being
justified or fair.

Reparation

The idea that the
offender must do
something to
repair the damage
and the situation
that they have
caused.

Tip: Write six sentences using
each word in the sentence to
demonstrate your understanding
of the key vocabulary.

Week 8
Key words to memorise
Rehabilitation

Restoring to
normal,
productive
life.

Reintegration

For someone
to fit back
into society.

Death penalty

Ending a
person’s life
as
punishment
for their
crime.

Apostasy

Giving up or
denying your
religious
faith.

Hadd

Punishments
set down in
the Qur’an.

Haraam

Actions not
permitted in
Islam such
as drinking
alcohol or
gambling.

Week 10
Key words to memorise
assault
cybercrime

doing something illegal
over the Internet or a
computer system

domestic
violence

behaving violently
inside the home
driving with too much
drunk driving
alcohol in your blood
getting money from
fraud
people by cheating
them
not stopping to help a
person hurt in an
hit and run
accident caused by
you
killing another person
homicide
on purpose
being violent or
aggressive on
hooliganism
purpose; often used to
describe youth
taking things illegally
looting
and by force, during a
riot, war, etc.
killing someone by
manslaughter
accident
mugging
perjury
trafficking

Tip: Write six sentences using
each word in the sentence to
demonstrate your understanding
of the key vocabulary.

attacking someone
physically

trespassing

vandalism

attacking someone
with a plan to rob them
lying in court, while
under oath
trading something
illegal like drugs,
people, etc.
entering another
person’s area; hurting
people/damaging
property through force
destroying private or
public property
purposely

L ife to t he Fu l l

Year 8 - Life To The Full - Cycle 1

Math s

Mathematics
Homework

Go to ‘www.sparx.co.uk’
Click on ‘Login’ in the top right corner, then on ‘Student Login’.
Search for St Luke’s Church of England School’ in the ‘find your school’ box.
Login with your username and password, which should be written into your homework book.
Click on ‘Homework’

How to login:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Write the bookwork code
You must show your working and your answer.
Mark your answer.
If you are struggling, watch the video.
Your homework is only complete when you have answered every question correctly.

Complete your compulsory Sparx homework as follows:






Your book work should
look like this.
You can earn merits for
good book work, as well
as completing your
compulsory, XP boost and
target homework tasks.

What if I need help?
Speak to your Maths teacher about the Sparx help clubs.
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Math s

Need to know formulae
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Mu s ic

Week 1 -2
The Elements of Music

Week 3 -4
Musical Vocab One

Week 5- 6
Musical Vocab Two

The elements of music are the
individual components that as a
whole make music.

Conjunct: Moving up or down by
one note. Moving in steps.

Chord: 2 or more notes played
at the same time.

Disjunct: Moving by leaps.

Walking Bassline: specific to the
blues, a bassline that goes up
and down.

Melody : A sequence of single
notes. The 'tune'.
Rhythm : Notes have different
lengths, some long, some short.
When we combine long and
short sounds, it creates a
pattern, which is a rhythm.
Tempo : Tempo means the
speed of the music. Music can
change tempo within a piece.
Dynamics : Dynamics means the
volume of the music. Music can
change dynamics within a piece.
Pitch : How high or low of a
sound is.
Structure : Music is divided into
sections. The order of these
sections creates a structure.
Song structure includes Chorus,
Verse, Instrumental etc.
Texture : A single part creates a
thin sound. Adding more
parts/layers creates a bigger
sound. These layers can interact
with each other.
Tonality: The overall sound of
the music. Tonality usually falls
into two categories which are
major and minor.

Improvisation: Music made up
by
a
musician
in
mid
performance.
Pulse : The beat of the music.
Every piece of music has a
‘heartbeat’. It doesn't need to
be played by drums - you can
‘feel’ the beat.
Metre: Metre is the grouping of
beats into regular measures, or
bars.
Off beat: The emphasis being
on the second and fourth beats
Riff: Repeated short melodic or
rhythmic figure.
Scale: In music theory, a scale is
any set of musical notes ordered
by a set pattern. For example, all
major scales will have the same
pattern. A scale ordered by
increasing
pitch
is
an
ascending
scale,
and
a scale ordered by decreasing
pitch is a descending scale.
Syncopation: Accents which are
note on the beat, or rhythms
that emphasise unusual parts of
the beat.
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Week 7 -8

TAB (short for tablature) is a
form of musical notation which
indicates instrument fingering
rather than musical pitches
It tells us which string to pluck
and which fret to press. The
horizontal lines represent
strings.

12 Bar Blues: Traditional style
of music, using 3 chords (C, F, G)
over a 12 bar cycle.
Song Structure: A typical pop
song consists of verse-chorusverse-chorus-middle 8-chorusinstrumental-chorus.
Accidental: The black notes on
the keyboard. When written on
the stave they are represented
by the Sharp or Flat symbol.
Accompaniment: This is the
background music that supports
the melody, and is usually made
up of chords. In pop music the
chords are often played by
piano, guitar or ukulele.

Week 9 - 10
What is Tab?

The thinnest string on the guitar
is the bottom string on the
page.

You have already seen the table
above. Please make sure you
have memorised the note values.

The thickest string on the guitar
is the bottom string on the
page.

You have also learnt how to
identify note pitch when on the
treble clef staff. You now need to
learn the bass clef staff.

Keyboard
Please make sure that you are
able to memorise the notes on
the keyboard diagram below.

12 Bar Blues Structure
Below is the chord sequence for
the 12 bar blues.

The distance from one note to
another is called an interval.
C = CEG F = FAC G = GBD

C to C# (Sharp) is a semitone. C
to D is a tone.

PE

•

Week 1 / 2

Week 3 / 4

Nutrition

Long Term Effects of
Exercise

There are two main
categories nutrients that
we consume as part of
our diet within our meals
and liquid intake. They
can be split into
Macronutrients or
Micronutrients

Macronutrients

•

Carbohydrates

•

Protein

•

Fats

Micronutrients
•

Vitamins

•

Minerals

There are many long term
effects of consistent exercise
that can positively influence
the body.

•

Improved cardiovascular
endurance

•

Efficiency to use oxygen

•

Lower blood pressure

•

Decreased resting heart
rate

•

Increased muscular
endurance (amount of
repeated repetitions)

Each of these nutrients have
different functions within the
body.

•

Increased muscular
strength

Carbohydrates

•

Muscle hypertrophy

Carbohydrates are the main
source of energy for the
bodies cells, organs and
tissues.

•

Increased red blood cell
production

•

Increased flexibility

•

Change in body shape

•

Decrease in recovery
time after exercise

•

Increased bone density

Protein
Protein helps being and repair
body tissue (muscles)
Fats

Fats are used to store
energy, provide insulation and
protection for the body.
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Week 5 / 6

Aerobic respiration

• When you exercise at a

steady, comfortable rate,
the cardiovascular system
is able to supply the
muscles with all the
oxygen they need.

• Under these conditions,

aerobic respiration takes
place.

• Aerobic respiration

Week 7 /8

Anaerobic Respiration

Gaseous Exchange

• When you exercise at a

• This is the process we get

• Under these conditions,

• This movement of gases is

high intensity, the
cardiovascular system
cannot supply enough
oxygen to the muscles.

anaerobic respiration takes
place.

• Anaerobic respiration
equation

equation:

Glucose + Oxygen =
Energy + Carbon Dioxide
+ Water

• Aerobic exercise can be
maintained for long
periods without the
performer getting
breathless or suffering
muscle cramps.

• Moderate activities like

walking, jogging, cycling
and swimming use aerobic
respiration.

Week 9 / 10

Glucose = Energy + Lactic
Acid

• With no oxygen available,

glucose is burned to
produce energy and lactic
acid.

• Lactic acid is a mild

poison. As it builds up, it
causes muscle pain and
eventually cramp.

• Short, intense activities like
sprinting, weightlifting,
jumping and throwing use
anaerobic respiration.

air into the blood and we
remove waste carbon
dioxide from the blood to
the air.

called gas exchange. In
the lungs the alveoli are
adapted to make gas
exchange occur easily and
efficiently.

• Oxygen diffuses form the
air in the alveoli into the
blood.

• Carbon dioxide diffuses

from the blood into the air
in the alveoli.

• This movement of gas is

called diffusion in which
they more from an area of
high concentration to an
area of low concentration.

Plant cell

Week 2: Cell transport
Dissolved substances move into
and out of cells.
Diffusion is the spreading out of
molecules from an area where
they are at a higher
concentration to areas where
they are at a lower
concentration. This is due to the
random movement of the
molecules.

Animal Cell

Prokaryotic: a cell with no
nucleus or other structures
surrounded by a membrane.

Active transport is a process that
is required to move molecules
against a concentration
gradient. The process requires
energy.
Water moves in and out of cells
by osmosis.
Cells have a partially permeable
membrane (with small holes)
that allows some substances
through it but not others.

Week 3: Osmosis

Week 4: Mitosis

Core practical: investigating
osmosis in potatoes.
Aim: to investigate the effect of
a range of sucrose solutions on
the mass of potato cylinders.

Body cells divide through mitosis
when:
• an organism grows
• an organism needs to produce
new cells for repair
• an organism reproduces
asexually (e.g. bacteria)
Mitosis occurs as part of the cell
cycle.

Osmosis is investigated by
comparing the mass of the tissue
before and after soaking in a
sucrose solution. The change in
mass of the tissue shows how
much water is absorbed or lost
due to osmosis.
The percentage change in mass
should be calculated as follows:
Change in mass =
𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆 −𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔
𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔

x 100
This allows the changes in mass
of different potato cylinders to
be compared. A graph of
percentage change in mass,
versus concentration of sucrose
can be plotted.

Eukaryotic: a cell that contains a
nucleus.
Animal and plant cells have
certain structures in common:
the nucleus, cell membrane,
mitochondria and ribosomes.
Plant cells also have some
additional structures: cell wall,
vacuole, chloroplasts.
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Where the plotted line crosses
the x axis, the sucrose
concentration of the solution is
equal to the concentration of the
contents of the potato cell.

The cell cycle has two main
phases:
Phase 1: known as interphase,
cell growth occurs during this
phase. DNA is replicated.
Phase 2: mitosis occurs. The cell
splits to form two daughter cells
that are both genetically
identical to the parent cell. The
stages of mitosis are:
Prophase: DNA condenses;
chromosomes become more
visible. Nuclear membrane
disappears.
Metaphase: Chromosomes and
their copies line up in the middle
of the cell.
Anaphase: Chromosomes and
their copies are pulled to
different ends of the cell.
Telophase: New membranes
form around the chromosomes
at each end of the cell.

Week 5: Meiosis
Meiosis is a form of cell division
that produces haploid
non-identical sex cells, or
gametes: sperm and egg cells in
animals, and pollen and egg cells
in plants.
Gamete making cells have two
sets of chromosomes; they are
diploid.
During meiosis, the
chromosomes replicate then pair
up. The pairs of chromosomes
then separate into two new cells,
which divide into two again to
produce four genetically unique
daughter cells.

The male and female gametes
fuse during fertilisation to form a
zygote.
Diploid: a cell or nucleus that has
two sets of chromosomes.
Gamete: sex cell (sperm in males
and ova/eggs in females)
Haploid: a cell or nucleus that
has one set of chromosomes.
Replicate: make an exact copy
of; reproduce.
Zygote: a fertilised egg cell.

S c ie nc e

Week 1: Cells

Week 7: Evolution

Week 8: Evidence for evolution

Week 9: Health and disease

Week 10: Communicable disease

Inherited characteristics, such as
eye colour, are the result of
genetic information being
transferred from parents to
offspring during reproduction.
DNA, found in the nuclei of cells
and organised into
chromosomes, is the substance
that carries this information.
Chromosomes are long pieces of
DNA that contain many genes.

Natural selection is a theory that
explains how species evolve and
why extinction occurs.
Species change over time in
response to changes in
their environment/competition
between organisms. The
members of the species with the
most desirable characteristics
are able to produce the bestadapted offspring. If a species is
unable to adapt then it is at risk
of becoming extinct.
Biodiversity is vital to
maintaining populations. Within
a species variation helps against
environment changes, avoiding
extinction.

Fossils are the imprints or
remains of organisms which
were alive millions of years ago.
The fossil record provides
evidence for evolution.

Health is “the state of complete
physical, mental and social well
being”.
Diseases may be:
communicable: they can be
passed from one person to
another.
non-communicable: not passed
between people.
Non-communicable diseases
include cancer, diabetes, genetic
disorders, heart disease and
neurological disorders.
The presence of one disease may
lead to a higher chance of
developing another disease. For
example, gum disease is
correlated with heart disease
because pathogens in the mouth
are more able to get into the
blood through bleeding gums.

Microorganisms that cause
disease are called pathogens and
include bacteria, viruses, fungi
and protists.
Transmission can occur in a
variety of ways including through
direct contact, the consumption
of dirty water or undercooked
food, inhalation of respiratory
droplets in the air, and vectors
such as mosquitoes, ticks and
fleas.
The immune system stops or
minimises infection from
invading pathogens. It contains
different types of white blood
cells:
Lymphocytes: recognise proteins
on the surface of pathogens
called antigens and produce
antibodies to help destroy them.

A gene is a section of DNA that
codes for a particular protein; it
can be thought of as a set of
chemical instructions for one
particular feature.
A gene may come in different
forms, called alleles, that
produce different variations of
the characteristic, e.g. different
eye colours.
For any gene, a person may have
the same two alleles, known
as homozygous or two different
ones, known as heterozygous.
Alleles may be either dominant
or recessive.

Keywords:
Population: group of organisms
of the same kind living in the
same place
Natural selection: process by
which species change over time
in response to environmental
changes and competition for
resources
Extinct: when no more
individuals of a species remain
Biodiversity: the variety of living
things.
Competition: when two or more
living things struggle against each
other to get the same resource.
Evolution: theory that the animal
and plant species living today
descended from species that
existed in the past.
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Two fossils found in Africa,
named Ardi and Lucy, provide
evidence for human evolution.
• Ardi is a female human-like
fossilised skeleton, discovered
in 1992, that dates from 4.4
million years ago. Ardi's bones
show that she was probably
able to walk upright but she
had very long arms and long
big toes.
• Lucy is also a female humanlike fossilised skeleton,
discovered in 1974, that dates
from 3.2 million years ago.
Lucy's bones suggest that she
walked in an upright position,
like a human, but possessed a
relatively small ape-like skull.
Lucy's foot bones show that
she had similar feet to modern
humans but with much more
curved toes.
In the 1960s, Mary and Louis
Leakey discovered fossils that
date from 1.6 million years ago.
They named the species Homo
habilis after deciding it was
closely related to modern
humans. These animals were
quite short with long arms, but
walked upright.

A risk factor is something that
increases a person’s chance of
disease. Our lifestyle can cause a
number of risk factors:

Phagocytes: white blood cells
that surround, bind to and engulf
pathogens in the blood

S c ie nc e

Week 6 : 7:DNA and inheritance
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S p anish

The grammar is listed
here, and on the next
page, is for the whole
term along with the
poems you may have
seen last year and a
new one for this
year!
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S p anish

The grammar
is listed here,
and on the
previous
page, is for
the whole
term along
with the
poems you
may have
seen last year
and a new
one for this
year!

S p anish

The vocabulary each week will be given to you by your class teacher; in the
meantime here are some poems/songs for you to try to learn/translate

La plaza tiene una torre
(Antonio Machado)

Un hombre sin cabeza
(Armando José Sequera)

La plaza tiene una torre,
la torre tiene un balcón,

Un hombre sin cabeza

el balcón tiene una dama,

no puede usar sombrero.

la dama una blanca flor.

Pero éste no es

Ha pasado un caballero

su mayor problema:

- ¡quién sabe por qué pasó! -

no puede pensar,

y se ha llevado la plaza,

no puede leer,

con su torre y su balcón,

no puede cantar,

con su balcón y su dama,

no puede comer

su dama y su blanca flor.

No puede escuchar,
ni puede entender,
que para amar y besar
cabeza se ha de tener.

La playa
La playa en verano
Las olas del mar
La brisa, un helado
Saltar y nadar

Comida en el patio
Melón y sandía
Papá con su radio
Siesta al mediodía
El cubo y la pala
Enormes castillos
Paseo por la playa
El cielo amarillo
El pelo enredado
La arena y la sal
Dedos arrugados
Cenar en el bar
La ventana abierta
Dormir con la abuela
La playa desierta
Cubierta de estrellas.

Juan Guinea Díaz
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N o tes
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